home, where he resided with his wife
Gladys (94).

George celebrating his 102nd
birthday with his wife Gladys
His funeral will be held on Friday,
December 2 at Blackley Crematorium
where he will receive a guard of
honour - but a time has not yet been
allocated.
As well as being a war veteran,
George was also secretary at
Brookdale Golf Club in Failsworth for
22 years and the club also organised a
surprise VJ Day/George Glass
celebration in his honour.

The contents of this article were
brought to my attention by Gary Helyer
and, on carrying out research on the
Medical Officer referred to in the
article, I was able to expand the article
which includes a soldier – non medic –
and the medical connection.
The following is an extract from the
Oldham Evening Chronicle 17th
November 2016.
“A Former prisoner of war of the
Japanese who has passed away at the
age of 102 will receive a guard of
honour at his funeral.
George Glass passed away peacefully
on November 14 at a residential care

Prior to his passing George celebrated
his 102nd birthday in August at
Lindenwood Care Home, Moston,
where representatives from the poppy
appeal and friends came to celebrate.
Born in 1914, George joined the army
in 1933 and was captured by the
Japanese in 1941 in Changi,
Singapore, and was held in a
Japanese prisoner of war camp for
more than three years.
During his time there he contracted six
tropical diseases and his life was
saved in an emergency operation
when Captain Eric Cruickshank
drained fluid from his brain.
The doctor then prevented the
Japanese officers from sending
George to the railways as he was too
weak to travel.

He was released by the Americans
after the Japanese surrendered in
1945 and was taken to Canada before
he was transferred back to England.
George stayed in the Army until 1955
and married Gladys during this time at
Preston Barracks.
George Betney, a close friend, said
that George would be sorely missed
and thanked Lindenwood Care Home
for the excellent care they gave him.

He said: "He died peacefully. He will
be missed by many of his colleagues
and friends and especially the staff
from Lindenwood.

The papers of doctor and medical
educator, Eric Kennedy Cruickshank
(1914-2007) have recently been
catalogued and are available to
researchers in the Wellcome Library
(Library catalogue reference:
PP/EKC).
The papers, donated to us by
Josephine Cruickshank in 2009, give a
strong indication of someone who lived
life to the full and maintained a
dynamism and enthusiasm for
medicine in spite of adversity. This is
most evident in his work as a Royal
Army Medical Corps (RAMC) doctor in
Changi Prisoner of War Camp,
Singapore, during the Second World
War.

"I would like to thank the staff at
Lindenwood Care home and how good
they have been to George, especially
Ann, the owner, who works extremely
hard there. She stayed up all night with
George on the Sunday night before his
death."
A spokeswoman for Lindenwood Care
Home said: "George passed away
peacefully with his wife present at his
side. It is going to be very sad. He was
a very popular man and he was a real
gentleman.
"He will be missed by all, not just by
the staff but by all the residents also."
CAPTAIN ERIC CRUICKSHANK
RAMC
The following is an extraction from the
Wellcome Library which was submitted
by Samantha Blake on
‘DR ERIC CRUICKSHANK: A
SCOTSMAN UP FOR A CHALLENGE’
http://blog.wellcomelibrary.org/2014/01
/dr-eric-cruickshank-a-scotsman-upfor-a-challenge/

Prisoners in Changi Jail, Singapore
Based in a makeshift hospital,
surrounded by malnutrition, disease
and appalling camp conditions, he
managed to maintain detailed patient
case notes, often writing on any scraps
of paper he could lay his hands on.
This experience greatly enhanced his
knowledge and interest in nutritional
deficiencies and their neurological
manifestations. During the three and a
half years spent in Changi (1942-1945)
he treated countless cases of beri-beri,
typhus, and protein deficiency.
On return to Britain in 1946 he
continued his medical studies at
Aberdeen University and was awarded
a gold medal in 1948 for his MD thesis
entitled ‘A Clinical Study of Beri-Beri

and the Painful Feet Syndrome’
PP/EKC/E/1. To write his thesis
Cruickshank used some of the
surviving case notes (many were lost
on their journey back to England via
India after the war ended) and these
are listed in Section A of the collection.
It should be noted however that the
structured series of patient case notes,
PP/EKC/A/1, are closed until between
2027 and 2030 for data sensitivity
reasons.
In 1950 Eric Cruickshank left
Aberdeen to take up a post at the
University College of the West Indies
at Mona, Jamaica. As Professor of
Medicine he developed the medical
school into a centre of excellence. His
work in the West Indies, which
included the first observation and
description of Jamaican Neuropathy, a
disease of the malnourished, led him
to be awarded an OBE in 1961.
Correspondence from friends and
colleagues relating to the accolade can
be found in section PP/EKC/E/3 of the
archive.

collated during his career from the
1940s to 1990s. They cover his
particular areas of interest, work and
research – nutrition, malnourishment,
neurology, respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases, disorders of
the blood, diabetes mellitus and
metabolic diseases – and contain
mainly off-prints of his own
publications and those of others.
Occasionally other unusual topics crop
up, such as fish poisoning in St. Kitts,
and other islands, of possible
relevance to him as he lived in the
West Indies for many years
(PP/EKC/B/54).
His papers reveal an avid traveller as
well as an expert on medical
education. Section PP/EKC/C records
his work for the Inter-University
Council for Higher Education Overseas
and the World Health Organization,
c.1961-1983, assessing and assisting
the development of medical education
in many different countries including
the USSR, Jamaica, Sudan, Kuwait
and Brazil.
Eric Cruickshank left Jamaica in 1972
and returned to Scotland to take up a
post at Glasgow University as
Professor of Post Graduate Medical
Education. The correspondence
comprising Section PP/EKC/D relates
mainly to his professional activities
during this period. He retired in 1980
and died aged

Cartoon of Cruickshank given to
him by staff and patients on a ward
in Changi POW camp.
Material on Jamaican Neuropathy
amongst a host of other subjects can
be found in PP/EKC/B. This section
comprises an extensive series of
subject files, which Cruickshank

WESTMINSTER ABBEY AND
THE RAMC

Window

Why it is that such a grand building as
Westminster Abbey should house not
only a memorial window to the Royal
Army Medical Corps but also three
books of Remembrance?
After the First World War the RAMC
wanted somewhere to commemorate
our war dead.
In early 1921 the Director General,
General Goodwin wrote to the Dean of
the Abbey, Herbert Ryle, proposing
that when the new Sacristy was built it
should contain tablets affixed to the
wall commemorating the names of the
fallen of the RAMC. (The Sacristy was
in fact not built).
If the Abbey agreed to this proposal
then the RAMC would subscribe a
considerable sum of money to the
Dean’s Fund. In his reply the Dean
suggested that rather than have
tablets engraved with names, the
names should be recorded in a Golden
Book and the Golden book housed in
the Chapter House. The RAMC agreed
to this suggestion but with the addition
of an engraved tablet in the main
Abbey.
The Window itself, as many people
will know is located in the north aisle of
the nave of the Abbey adjacent to the
Tomb of the Unknown Warrior. Below
it is the large white marble tablet
unveiled by the Duke of Connaught,
who was Colonel in Chief of the
RAMC, on 13 July 1922. Some time
prior to that, the RAMC donated the
sum of ten thousand pounds towards
the Abbey restoration fund.
So let us now look at the window and
books individually and then the
ceremony of Turning the Pages itself.

The first mention of a window is in a
letter from Major ES Waggett, the
Secretary of the RAMC War Memorial
Fund dated 17 July 1924 to the Dean
requesting the Abbey to accept a
window by J N Comper, to be erected
in the Nave and if possible to be
erected in the bay where the tablet
was already in situ.

This took almost three years to
achieve but the window, designed by J
Ninian Comper was dedicated by the
Dean of Westminster at 3pm on
Sunday 22 May 1927, during
Evensong. The Sermon was given by
Reverend CS Woodward MC, MA the
Canon in Residence.
At the head of the window is a
quatrefoil containing the shield of St
Edward the Confessor. It depicts, on
the left light, the figure of St. Edward
the Confessor. In his left hand he
holds a ring which he gave to St John,
who appeared to him in the guise of a
pilgrim. From the wrist of the right
hand, which holds a sceptre, hang
tablets inscribed with the opening
words of the King’s charter to the
Abbey. The right light, depicts Edwin,
Abbot of Westminster who died in
1071 and forms part of a series of
windows showing Kings and Abbots.
Above Edward’s figure is a canopy
showing him ‘touching for the Kings
Evil’ and the other light represents the
giving of the ring to the pilgrim.
The RAMC badge is located at the
bottom of each window.
The cost of the window was estimated
to be £1670 plus the fine payable to
the Abbey of £200, basically a
permission fee.

The inscription on the tablet reads in
Roman numerals:

MCMXIV – MCMXIX (1914-1919)
ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS
In Memory of the 743 officers and
6130 Warrant Officers, Non
Commissioned Officers and Men
who fell in the Great War, and
whose names are enrolled in a
Golden Book placed in the Chapter
House. ‘They loved not their lives
unto death’
The tablet was designed by Mr F J
Wilcoxson of the Royal School of Art.
The original inscription at the base was
altered to include those who lost their
lives in World War Two and reads,
‘In memory of the Royal Army Medical
Corps of all ranks who gave their lives
in the service of their country’.
This and the window were rededicated
at 12 o’clock on Wednesday 11 June
1946 by the Dean of Westminster
Abbey, in the presence of the Colonel
in Chief, Her Majesty the Queen during

a ‘Solemn service in memory of all
ranks’.

BOOKS
As readers will no doubt know there
are three books and they are now
online via the RAMC Association web
site.
The Golden Book 1914-18
The Golden Book is the work of Mr
Graily Hewitt of Lincolns Inn and his
assistants Horace Higgins, Madelyn
Walker, Florence Raymond, Ida
Henstock, Vera Peacock and Reco
Capey. It is composed of 270 pages of
lambskin.
It contains the names of 743 Officers
and 6130 other ranks who died in the
service of their country during the First
World War. The roll is alphabetical with
every man’s rank and date of death
and where appropriate honours and
awards added in gold.
The writing is in the style of the Italian
15th century. The main part of it is by
Mr Higgins.
Every page in the book is different.
Many of our typical English Trees and
shrubs are represented such as oak,
elm, beech, hazel, chestnut, ivy etc.
whilst a delicate filigree of the humbler
forms of flower and creeper have been
introduced for contrast, such as clover,
forget-me-not and buttercup. Birds and
butterflies have been added to
introduce living interest into the pages.
The whole book is linked together by
the parable of the Prodigal Son as
recounted by St Luke the patron saint
of the medical profession. A text from
this parable appears at the beginning
of every alphabetical division and a
small picture illustrating the story has

been introduced into the initial letter of
the text. This work was carried out by
Reco Capey. Opposite the title scene
is a larger page from the parable, with
a conventional portrait of St Luke. A
portrait of Aesculapius, the Father of
Medicine, appears opposite the
preface.
The book was exhibited in the Victoria
and Albert Museum from the 1st to 29
February 1924.
A Deed was written and displayed
near the Golden Book which stated
that friends and relatives of the fallen
could view the book by asking the
custodian to open at the relevant page
but any others had to apply in writing
via a special application form which
had to be sent to the Under Secretary
of State, the War Office, AMD 1.
Copies of the Roll were sold in the
Abbey book shop.
Over the last two years I have
conducted research into all RAMC
Officers who lost their lives during the
First World War and have identified
over nine hundred commemorated by
the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission, so sadly the book is
somewhat incorrect.
The Book of Remembrance 19391945
The second book of remembrance is
of large quarto proportions and
consists of a title page in burnished
gold and 153 pages of names of the
fallen written in black in the style
known as slanted pen half uncial, and
is founded upon the 10th century
manuscript book in the British Museum
itself probably written in Winchester.
Details show the rank, name and date
of death are written in italics with
Vermilion and are recorded

alphabetically. Large vermilion names
occur at the beginning of each new
letter of the alphabet; this serves to
break the monotony and decorates
certain pages with the larger sized
writing, the added colour and the gold
paragraph marks. The writing was
done by Swan and Turkey quills which
have been used by scribes since the
3rd century A.D.
The vellum was prepared at Brentford
and consists of 158 leaves of cream
calfskin. The binding which is of dull
red morocco leather, bears the Corps
crest together with the British floral
emblems in toothed gold. The pages
are hinged on guards which ensures
that they will lie flat when the book lies
open in its case.
It was designed and executed by Mr
MC Oliver, ARCA and bound by Mr
GW Frewin.
On 10 June 1949 the book was taken
to Buckingham Palace by the DirectorGeneral, who was accompanied by the
Representative Colonel Commandant,
the Secretary of the RAMC War
Memorial fund and the artist. It was
very closely inspected by her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth, the Colonel in Chief
of the RAMC, who graciously
expressed her approval and
admiration of the book and
congratulated the artist on his work.
On 27 June it was dedicated in
Westminster Abbey and after the
service placed in the Chapter House.
The book records the names of 2463
all ranks of the Royal Army Medical
Corps who made the supreme
sacrifice during the Second World
War.

style but not in its compilation. It
records the names of those members
of the Corps who have died in an
operational theatre since the end of
World War II, when a medal has been
in issue. It is arranged in monthly
pages each name on the page was
originally recorded by date of death
order but obviously names have been
added since the compilation of the
book. The book was presented to the
Colonel in Chief for approval in early
1998 and it then went on show to
members of the Corps. During Corps
week of 1998, our centenary year, it
was dedicated by the Dean of
Westminster Abbey and it then took its
place alongside the other two books in
the Chapter House. A special cabinet
to match the others was constructed to
house the book and this in itself
presented problems. The cabinet
maker went bankrupt during the
process of constructing the cabinet but
the then Regimental Secretary Col
Geoffrey Banks ever resourceful, went
up to the business address and found
the cabinet maker in his property and
on bended knee pleaded with him to
have the cabinet completed because it
had to be on display in Westminster
Abbey. The cabinet maker eventually
agreed to do so.
The books themselves are now
housed in the North Aisle of the Nave
of the Abbey close to the Tomb of the
Unknown Warrior but were originally
housed in the Chapter House of the
Abbey. The golden book was moved
into the Pyx Chamber when the
Chapter House suffered bomb damage
during the Second World War but
returned to the Chapter House late in
the 1940s where it was joined by the
second book.

The Third Book of Remembrance
The Third Book of Remembrance
mirrors the previous two books in its

The Chapter House itself dates from
the 1250’s. It is one of the largest in
England. It was in the Chapter House

that the monks met daily to pray and
discuss their work.
It was used by the House of Commons
in the late 14th century.
The Pyx chamber was originally part of
the under croft beneath the monk’s
dormitory of the Abbey. The Chamber
was used from 1249 under Henry III as
a Treasury, the treasure being kept in
Pyxes or chests. Whilst the books
were in the Pyx a temporary notice
was placed in the Chapter house
informing visitors where they could find
them.
The Books themselves were
eventually moved out of the Chapter
House into the main abbey where we
find them today.

When the ceremony was performed in
the Chapter House a carpet had to be
laid by the party prior to the event to
protect the ancient tiled floor from
damage by soldier’s boots.
At the end of the ceremony those
taking part are presented with a
certificate signed by the Colonel
Commandant and then invited to the
Royal Hospital Chelsea to meet our In
Pensioners.
I feel very privileged to have carried
out this ceremony, with my daughter
turning the pages, just as I retired from
the RAMC in 1994.
Pete Starling

The Ceremony
The origins are shrouded in the mists
of time but it is believed it started in
November 1927 and was carried out
by soldiers from 18 Company RAMC
from Millbank. Since then the
ceremony has been performed on the
first Saturday of the month at 11am. In
recent years, in the interests of
economy the ceremony has changed
to five formal events per year carried
out by units of the Corps and the other
seven being carried out by the
Regimental Secretary or the
Command Sgt Major.
During the formal events the party
consists of one officer and four
soldiers. One soldier turns the pages
of all three books with due reverence
and ceremony.
The white shoulder pouch worn by the
soldier turning the pages originally
carried the authority for the party to
march from 18 Company, Millbank to
Westminster.

The Defence Discount Service is a
valuable and tangible part of the
nation's recognition and appreciation
of the Armed Forces Community. It is
seen as an important element in
developing the Armed Forces
Covenant across the UK. The Defence
Discount Service gives members of
the Armed Forces Community
discounts both online and on the high
street. The Membership Card is a
physical card that members of the
Armed Forces Community can take
into stores, restaurants and venues in
order to obtain a discount.
The Armed Forces Covenant sets out
the relationship between the Nation,
the State and the Armed Forces. It
recognises that the whole nation has a
moral obligation to members of the

Armed Forces and their families, and it
establishes how they should expect to
be treated. It exists to redress the
disadvantages that the Armed Forces
community faces in comparison to
other citizens, and to recognise
sacrifices made.
To read more about the Armed Forces
Covenant please visit
https://www.gov.uk/armed-forcescommunity-covenant
WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
The official Ministry of Defence
discount service is available for all
members of the Defence Community
and you can join for free and start
saving £100's a year. The Service is
available for the following:
- Serving Armed Forces
- Reserve Forces

WHAT THE DEFENCE DISCOUNT
SERVICE OFFER?
The Defence Discount Service works
with both online and high street
companies to offer the Armed Forces
Community a discount. The Defence
Discount Service also allows small and
large companies to get involved with
offering a discount and encourage
companies in local areas to offer
discounts to the Armed Forces
Community.

FORCAST OF EVENTS 2017 FOR RAMC SPECIFIC EVENTS
I have received from WO1 (Comd SM)
M Brabin, Army Medical Services
Command Sergeant Major the FOE
2017 for RAMC Specific Events
TURNING OF THE PAGE
CEREMONY – WESTMINSTER
ABBEY

- Veterans

DATE

UNIT

- MOD Civil Servants

Sat 1st Apr 17

34 Fd Hosp

- Cadet Forces (over 16)

Sat 6 May 17

201 Fd Hosp

- Spouses/Partners (of currently
serving)

Sat 1 Jul 17

207/212 Fd Hosp

Sat 7 Oct 17

16 Med Regt

Sat 2 Dec 17

204 Fd Hosp

- NATO Personnel serving in the UK
If you fall into one of the categories
above you can sign up for free by
visiting
https://www.defencediscountservice.co
.uk and clicking on Register Now.

RAMC ANNUAL SERVICE
NATIONAL MEMORIAL
ARBORETUM – FLAG CHANGING
PARTY
Wed 10 May 17

2 Med Regt

CORPS DAY SERVICE PARADE
AND LUNCH - ALDERSHOT
Sun 25 Jun 17

All units required

UNIVERSITY OF
MANCHESTER MEDICS
Major Albert Hilton
Major Wilson was born in Hurst,
Ashton-Under-Lyne in 1868. He
studied for a degree in Medicine at
Owens College, (later Manchester
University) graduating with an M.D in
1888. He went on to gain an L.S.A in
1896 and a D.P.H in 1912 from the
University while working at the
Manchester Royal Infirmary. He later
moved into private practise working as
a G.P in Hurst, Ashton-under-Lyne and
was surgeon to the Lancashire
Constabulary. Around this time he
helped found the St. John's
Ambulance Corps at Ashton-UnderLyne. He had joined the fore-runner of
the Territorial Force the “Volunteer
Force” in August 1899 and volunteered
as a Lieutenant for Boer War service
but was not called on. By 1911 with
the rank of Major he became the M.O
of his local Territorial unit, the 9th
Manchester Regiment. He left with the
battalion on overseas service on 12th
September 1914 joining the 42nd East
Lancashire Division in Egypt. It was
while serving here that he died in
service at Heliopolis on 4th March
1915. He is buried at Cairo War
Memorial Cemetery.

Sources - British Medical Journal May
8th 1915
Trafford War Dead
www.traffordwardead.co.uk
The Serpent, Roll of Honour
Supplement to Vol. II, 1917-18
Mike Whitworth, Manchester Museum
Major H.R. Dean M.D
Lecturer with the University of
Manchester Department of Pathology.
He served as a Major with the 2nd
Western General Hospital and
specialised in the treatment of Tetanus
cases. He discovered the incubation
period of the disease was far greater
than previously thought and that men
could succumb up to 127 days after
initial infection often when thought to
be convalescing so not being closely
monitored. He discovered this while
working with casualties from the
Somme.
Mike Whitworth, Manchester Museum

Professor Thomas Hatherley Pear

Thomas Hatherley Pear was born in
1886 and at only 23 became Britain’s
first full time Professor of Psychology
at Manchester University in 1909.
When the Great War broke out he
volunteered to serve in a number of
Military Hospitals as a Psychologist
and soon became a specialist in Shell
Shock cases and their treatment. In
1917 he wrote a famous and ground
breaking book “Shell Shock and Its
Lessons” with fellow Manchester
University lecturer Grafton Smith.
Based on their work with the Royal
Army Medical Corps it revolutionised
recognition and treatment of shell
shock. Pear continued to teach at
Manchester after the War, retiring in
1951.

Sir Grafton Elliot Smith M.D, F.R.S,
F.R.C.P

Sir Grafton Smith was born in New
South Wales, Australia in 1871 and
graduated in medicine from the
University of Sidney in 1895. He
specialised in the anatomy of the brain
and in 1896 arrived in Britain to work
on cataloguing the British Museum
human brain collection. In 1900 he
moved to the Cairo School of Medicine
and became the first man to x-ray an
Egyptian mummy. After working as an
archaeologist in Nubia he moved to
Manchester University working as an
anatomy professor and later Dean of
The Faculty of Medicine until 1937. A
leading expert on brain evolution,
when War broke out in 1914 he
volunteered to work in Military
Hospitals as a consultant on shell
shock cases. In 1917 he wrote a

famous and ground breaking book
“Shell Shock and Its Lessons” with
fellow Manchester University lecturer
Thomas Pear. Based on their work
with the Royal Army Medical Corps it
revolutionised recognition and
treatment of shell shock.

Graham very kindly sent me a copy of
the book which he had published in
May 2006 and titled “From Bollington
to Zanibar”.
The book covers the time he served as
a National Serviceman to his
adventures from firefighting in
Bollington to firing the Noonday Gun in
Hong Kong.
Graham has granted me permission to
share with you the chapters that cover
his National Service days, with a view
to giving members a taste of what
there is to come in the remaining
chapters and, hopefully persuade
members to purchase the book.
I found it to be a very interesting read.
The book can be obtained from
www.amazon.co.uk The cost of the
book is £2.99
Chapters 1 to 3 of the book are
appended to this newsletter.

THE CHUFF CHART LADY –
UNSUNG HERO
I would very much like to thank Mike
Whitworth, Manchester Museum for
the articles on ‘UNIVERSITY OF
MANCHESTER MEDICS’ they were
indeed very interesting to read and
were of historical interest. If you have
any more Mike, we would be very
interested in reading them.

FROM BOLLINGTON TO
ZANZIBAR
I published an article in the October
edition of the newsletter about
‘MEDICAL STAFF ON TROOPSHIPS’
which was submitted by Graham
Hibbert.

Noel Nash kindly forwarded me the
tribute which has been paid to Miss
Gladys Blackburne. OP Banner
Veterans may recall her name and, will
bring back memories to many who
served in NI. She found time to visit
many of the Army Posts, in particular
Military Wing of Musgrave Park
Hospital, and Police Stations to bring
friendship and comfort to all she met.
The Tribute to Gladys is appended to
this newsletter.
If you did an Op Banner tour(s) in
Northern Ireland and met this
remarkable lady, you may wish to
share your memories of her with us.
Please contact me at
michael.mccran@gmail.com

THE LEAD-SWINGER

The 3rd Edition to Volume 1 of the
Lead-Swinger is appended to this
newsletter. I hope that you enjoy the
read.

FRIENDS OF MILLBANK
Frank Davis has forwarded the FOM
December Newsletter for members’
perusal.
Dear Members,
Our last lecture of 2016 was a brilliant
presentation by Tom Scotland,
surgeon, author and historian, but he
was more than that, he was an actor.
He presented his lecture with style,
understated and yet with panache and

in words that will resonate for months
to come. How did he manage to create
such a lasting memory? His
presentation style was different; he
laced his narrative on war surgery,
statics, surgical methods used in the
Great War and the human story by
adding contemporary poetry, written by
those who served in the trenches and
the Causality Clearing Stations. Tom
Scotland was the dark horse of the
lecture season. Tom Scotland added
pathos and passion, not to be
forgotten. To our joy the success of the
2016 lecture program has been that
ALL the lecturers, were and are
brilliant lecturers, what is fascinating is
style, how to speak so the audience
remember. Friends of Millbank have
been blessed with lecturers who have
delighted and educated.

2017 lecture program will again
delight, educate and entertain; the
2017 lecture programme covers
subjects to interest all our members.
The theme is contemporary in our time
and I hope from time to time
provocative. It starts in February with a
lecture titled the Direction of War:
Contemporary Strategy in a Historical
Perspective and ends in November
2017 with a lecture titled Innovation for
the Future. The full details I will
release at the Annual General Meeting
planned for Friday 27 January 2017.
Please oh please make the time to
visit Tate Britain to visit the Paul Nash
Exhibition which is on until 5 March
2017. I am in conversation with the
exhibition curator and she
recommends Friends of Millbank join a
guided tour, the details are on their
web site http://www.tate.org.uk/whatson/tate-britain/tour/paul-nash/guidedexhibition-tours-paul-nash
The BIG news is I have secured Dr.
Jonathan Black FRSA Senior

Research Fellow in History of Art
Kingston University to lecture on Paul
Nash, his Work and the Great War on
Friday 24 March 2017. This lecture
embraces everything that is current in
the mind of Friends of Millbank and our
collaborators and hosts at Chelsea
College of Arts, The lecture is Art at its
pinnacle, its Art recording, as no other
the Blast and Destruction experienced
in the Great War.

RAMC BENEVOLENCE
GUIDANCE
Appended to this Newsletter is the
Pamphlet “RAMC Benevolence
Guidance”. Members are requested to
please take time to read it and if you
consider that there is an ex member of
the Corps you think the content of the
pamphlet would apply to, then please
pass on the information to him/her.

My last paragraph must be to wish all
our members a Very Happy Christmas
and to thank you in retrospect for the
special day you provided me on the 4
June 2016 my unofficial 80th Birthday.
2017 will I promise be an exciting year
Yours

Frank Davis.

Please find appended to this
newsletter the 2016 Christmas
Newsletter from Combat Stress.

SINKING OF THE HOSPITAL
STEAMER BRITANNIC
Roger Simpson has kindly forwarded
an article which he picked up whilst
reading the Daily Telegraph dated 24th
November 2016. The Daily Telegraph
is publishing articles that have been
withdrawn from their World War 1
archives which were initially published
100 years ago. This particular article
relates to the sinking of the Hospital
Steamer Britannic and is appended to
this newsletter.
Roger please keep them coming.

VETERANS WORLD
Veterans World is published quarterly
and promotes awareness of help,
advice and support available to the
Veterans community. Members can
access the current Newsletter Issue 41
– December 2016 and previous
editions of the newsletter by going to
https://www.gov.uk/government/public
ations/veterans-world

THE RAMC/RADC OLD BOYS
REUNION DINNER –
SATURDAY 19 AUGUST 2017
The following is the content of an email
received from Dom D’Mello notifying
former RAMC/RADC Old Boys of the
forthcoming Reunion Dinner.
‘Dear Club Members,
The RAMC/RADC Old Boys Reunion
Dinner will take place on Saturday 19
August 2017 in Robinson House
(previously AMS HQ Officers Mess). A
breakdown of the evening with regards
to pricing is as follows:
1. Accommodation (Victoria House =
£10, Slim Officer’s Mess = £30)

Dom’

FEASABILITY INTO OPENING
SUSSEX BRANCH OF RAMC
ASSOCIATION
The following is a message from Stuart
Matthews into the feasibility of forming
a Sussex Branch of the RAMC
Association.
“Some of you may be aware that the
RAMC Association Branch in
Eastbourne is closing.
I'm thinking of opening up a 'Sussex'
Branch, but would like to know if there
are members, in Sussex, that this
would appeal too.

2. Tea & biscuits upon arrival = £2.50
3. Photo/postage = £2
4. Breakfast = £5

If there are any members in Sussex
interested please email:
stuartmatthews1966@gmail.com”

5. Coach = £4
6. Main event including drinks/band etc
= £44
We have tried to keep the price of the
evening as competitive as possible but
I hope you can all appreciate that
relevant costs reflect ‘today’s prices’.
The max cost per person based upon
requesting all factors would be approx
£87.
I look forward to seeing you all at the
reunion and will endeavour to keep
you informed regarding specific details
pertaining to the event and wish
everyone a very Happy Christmas.
Kind regards,

ABSENT BRETHERN
Ken McKechnie passed away
11/12/2016
Reginald Loades passed away on
28/12/2016
Peter Nicklin a former Psychiatric
Nurse passed away on 21/12/2016

RIP Gentlemen

